TEWKESBURY TOWN COUNCIL
SEVERN HAM COMMITTEE
24TH FEBRUARY 20022
To: Councillors P Aldridge (Chairman), C Danter, J Raywood, C Cody, R Gurney,
Mr A Purkiss, Mr J Lucas, Mr T Perry, Ms C Corsie, Mr M Cluley, Mr S Kerr, Mr O
Fielding, Mr N McGovern
You are hereby summoned to a meeting of the Severn Ham Committee to be held in
the George Watson Memorial Hall, Barton Street, Tewkesbury on Thursday 24th
February 2022 at 9:30 am
Members of the public and press are welcome to attend.

Debbie Hill
Town Clerk
16th February 2022

AGENDA
1. Apologies
2. Declarations of interests
3. Dispensations
4. To approve the minutes of the Severn Ham committee meeting held on 18th
November 2021
5. Matters arising from the previous minutes – for information only
6. Public Participation (to provide members of the public/press with the opportunity to comment on items
on the agenda or raise items for future consideration. In accordance with Standing Orders this will not
exceed 12 minutes in total and 3 minutes per person.)

7. To receive a briefing from Mike Smart from WWT, re: Severn Curlew Project
8. To receive an update from Severn Trent and agree any actions
9. To receive an update from the Environment Agency and to agree any actions
10. To receive an update from Caroline Corsie, Environmental Adviser
11. To receive an update from Mike Cluley, Carver Knowles
12. To consider a proposal from Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust that the Town Council
purchases back the Mythe Nature Reserve and to agree any next steps
13. To consider a request from Environment Agency regarding byelaw signs around
the Ham and next steps
14. To consider a request from Tewkesbury Rejuvenation Initiative to use the Ham
during the River Festival (25th / 26th September 2022) for a fun run
15. To receive the committee budget report
16. To agree the earmarked reserves at the end of the financial year 2021/22

TEWKESBURY TOWN COUNCIL
SEVERN HAM COMMITTEE
24TH FEBRUARY 20022
17. To approve payments list
18. Correspondence

Tewkesbury Town Council

MINUTES
of the
Severn Ham Committee meeting
Held at Tewkesbury Town Hall on 18th November 2021 at 9.30am
Present:

Cllrs P Aldridge (Chair), J Raywood, C Danter, R Gurney, Ms C Corsie, Mr Cluley
(Carver Knowles), Mr A Purkiss, Mr T Perry, Mr S Kerr (Severn Trent), Mr T Wright
(Severn Trent), Ms Martyn-Smith (Dalcour Maclaren), Mr N McGovern (Geda
Construction), Mr T Callaghan (Turner & Townsend), Ms M Gaden (Fisher German),
Mr P Herickx (Environment Agency)

In attendance: J King (Assistant Town Clerk), one member of the public
SH 21/018

To receive apologies for absence
Apologies were received from Cllr Cody, Cllr S Raywood & Mr Lucas

SH 21/019

To record declarations of interest
Mr Purkiss – Clerk to the Commoners.

SH 21/020

To consider requests for dispensations
None received.

SH 21/021

To approve the Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd September 2021
It was RESOLVED to approve the minutes of the meeting held on 23rd September
2021. Proposed by Cllr J Raywood, seconded by Cllr Aldridge.

SH 21/022

Matters arising from the previous minutes – for information only
SH19/056 Land ownership issue – has been submitted – ongoing.
SH20/024 ELMS Model for the Severn Ham – ongoing.
SH20/029 Investigating floristic diversity & NE approval – complete see SH21/011
SH21/008 Futureproofing project – Karen Colbourne – ST to report back
SH21/008 Baseline monitoring for Ham – ST to speak to Steve Pullen, JK to speak to
Hartpury College
SH21/011 Hay spreading on bund – date to be circulated when conditions are
favourable for spreading hay
SH21/012 SUP Access – referred to Buildings & Moorings Committee and Victoria
Gardens access referred to Tewkesbury Borough Council. Mr Purkiss advised that
the disabled fishing platform is on the wrong side of the barrier across the Avon.

SH 21/023

Public Participation
There was no public participation.
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SH 21/024

To receive an update from Severn Trent and agree any actions
A written report had been provided by Severn Trent. Mr Kerr & Mr McGovern
provided the following additional information:
The four connections have been made and the new mains are in use. The old mains
have been decommissioned and the risk of burst pipes under the Ham has now been
removed.
The plan is to remove the haul road in the spring, due to the risks of topsoil being
lost during flooding if the work was done now. The haul road will be wrapped and
weighed down to prevent any movement during winter flooding. The road is heavily
compacted at this point, so the risk of material washing away is very low. If the Ham
floods, the haul road will be monitored each time the site flooding subsides by Geda.
Works will ideally recommence in March 2022, although this is dependent on ground
conditions. The haul road will be removed, starting from the south and the topsoil
levelled and a green hay donor crop to be spread at the beginning of July.
Bird dissuasion work will be required again in Spring 2022.
The Assistant Town Clerk advised that they will be part of the Severn Vale
monitoring project for curlew next year in conjunction with WWT, which may make
identifying where the birds are nesting easier.
Next steps are to look at the issues from prior to this work:
• Ruts alongside the working strip
• Footpath under the mill
• Docks, caused by wet conditions from previous leaks
It was RESOLVED to approve the actions as detailed in the report from Severn Trent
dated November 2021 regarding the proposal for the haul road for the winter and
the Spring reinstatement plans.
Proposed by Cllr Aldridge, seconded by Cllr J Raywood.

SH 21/025

To receive an update from the Environment Agency and to agree any actions
regarding the proposed eel pass at Abbey Mill
Mr Herickx provided an update on the proposed works for the Environment Agency.
Mr Herickx is the Project Lead for the eel passes in Tewkesbury, the Stanchard Pit
has been installed and the plans are now in place for the pass around the Abbey Mill,
this is the larger and more complex pass.
The initial plan was for work to start in August 2021, but there have been delays in
obtaining consents and permissions. Work is now planned to begin in Spring 2022.
Installation during the spring and summer means that low river conditions make the
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installation easier. The work should take four to five months to complete. It is
proposed that an HDP matting system is used to form the haul road for the project
and it would use the previously used route along the inside of the bund. The matting
system spreads the weight of the vehicles and causes less compaction. The
Environment Agency are mindful of the issues that occurred last time.
Committee members raised the following as considerations for the work
programme:
• Lapwing nest on the Ham as well as curlew
• Flooding can affect the Ham at any time of year – consideration for the haul
road
• Requirement to use TTC contractor to carry out reinstatement due to their
knowledge of the Ham
• Clear information regarding footpath closures, as documents show the
closure of both access points for six months, which is not the case
• No soil should be brought on to the Ham
• Have barges been considered as a means of access for plant machinery
rather than a haul road. Action: Environment Agency to investigate
possibility, but it is likely that the environmental impact would be greater
due to creating a loading / unloading point.
• Is planning permission required? No, the Environment Agency have their
own powers and the consent processes give the public the opportunity to
comment
Mr Cluley advised that there has been little communication with the Town Council
from the Environment Agency up to this point. The relationship works really well
when parties are all kept informed. There is a wealth of knowledge for the
Environment Agency to tap into and there have been lessons learned from the work
with Severn Trent that will be of benefit.
SH 21/026

To receive an update from Caroline Corsie, Environmental Advisor
Ms Corsie provided an update. The SSSI assent for the Environment Agency work
has been received at 9am this morning. This is the first time we have had sight of it.
There are conversations being held with Natural England about reinstatement and
what this might look like, but no representative of the committee has been involved
in these conversations. It would be useful for a site meeting to take place soon with
all the parties involved.
The work being planned for during ground nesting bird season (both Severn Trent
and Environment Agency) is naturally a concern. The north east corner has had
nesting birds in the last couple of years due to it being wet. Now that the leaks have
been fixed the birds may not behave in the way we expect due to changing
conditions.
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Severn Trent have mentioned spot spraying, as the 75% that has been sown with
oats is seeing a large germination of docks. A plan needs to be established for
dealing with this. It should involve topping on multiple occasions and potentially
spot spraying.
The Higher Level Stewardship requires sward to be a certain length and it is now felt
that it is being grazed too tightly. Action: Assistant Town Clerk to request removal
of sheep.
A concern was raised about the removal of the willow behind the Mill Avon caravan
park, as all of the brash and debris has been left below the caravans. If this is not
removed, it may end up in the river.
Ms Corsie asked whether the committee was happy for her to feed the birds on the
Ham during the winter as in previous years. The committee advised that they were
happy for this to take place and it could be covered by nesting project budget.
SH 21/027

To receive an update from Mike Cluley, Carver Knowles
Mr Cluley advised that all items had been covered in previous items.

SH 21/028

To receive the committee budget report
The budget report was received.

SH 21/029

To approve payments list
There was no payments list.

SH 21/030

Correspondence
Questions were received from a member of the public as follows, the Council’s
responses are shown in blue:

A) Correspondence
Why is the item for Correspondence at the end of the Severn Ham Agenda rather than near the start
of the meeting so that any points raised can be included in discussions during the course of the
meeting? This seems at odds with the agendas for other Council committees - why is this?
Reports from external bodies take priority at Severn Ham, as they are not always able to stay for the
whole meeting and any written correspondence is dealt with at the end.
B) Attendance by the Public/Press
Presumably members of the public and press are welcome to attend the Severn Ham Committee
meetings? There is nothing mentioned in the Agenda to confirm this - unlike other Committee
meetings - why is this?
Press and public are welcome at all Committee meetings – item 6 covers Public Participation.
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C) Single Payment/ELMS
I note that the "Single Payment" income is set to fall over the next four years (according to the
proposed budget submission for the SH committee). Is ELMS funding likely to replace this funding partially or completely? Why is this funding not captured in the Committee's budget? Does the
Committee have doubts that ELMS funding will be forthcoming? (I thought that the ELMS scheme
was meant to replace funding previously provided by the European Union).
No budgetary provision has been made as there is no information from the Government about how
the calculations for ELMS will be made. Therefore any numbers projected would be guesswork.
The Severn Ham is in a strong position to qualify for ELMS funding and is part of a local trial ELMS
project.
I note the comments in the minutes of the previous meeting that this reduction in funding may have
an impact on the Council's precept in future years. Has the Committee raised this concern with the
Full Council? Has there been any discussions at Full Council on the priority of funding for the Severn
Ham compared with other Council services e.g. Watson Hall events, Youth Services, Children's play
areas? No as until a decision is made by the Government on how ELMS funding will be calculated,
there is no discussion to be had, as any shortfall or increase is unknown.
D) Funds from Natural England
I also note that the income from Natural England is not planned to rise next year or the year after based on the budget submission from the Committee. Why is this? I note that it is reported that
Natural England is to receive a 47% increase in government funding in 2021.
The Higher Level Stewardship is not increased and will also be phased out as ELMS is introduced.
E) Budgeted increases.
I note that a figure of 2% appears to have been used for budget increases between the current
budget and the 2022-2023 budget - is this realistic given the general consensus is that inflation will
reach 5% in the next year. Some budget lines have no increase between the current year and 20222023. Should the Committee look again at its budget submission? Or is it too late?
The Committee feels that the 2022-23 budget is realistic given the current earmarked reserves.
F) Earmarked Reserves
There are several Earmarked Reserves assigned to the Committee:
- "Severn Ham" £6140
- "Weeding" £3000
- "Severn Ham Tree Maintenance" £8000
- "Hay Sowing Project" £8675
- "Carver Knowles" £2050
I.e. a total of £27865, 76% of the current proposed budget for 2022-2023
Does the Committee have a detailed description of what these earmarked reserves are intended
for? If not, what is the justification for having such large reserves? If there is a detailed description
where is this information published for viewing by the public of Tewkesbury? Is the Severn Ham
Committee the sole authority that can authorise drawdown on these reserves? What's the deadline
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for spending each of these reserve amounts before any unspent reserves go back into the Council's
general reserves?
These large earmarked reserves seem to make a mockery of the budget process. Does the
Committee agree?
Due to the current Severn Trent works on the Severn Ham it has not been possible to carry out some
of the planned work over the last two years. For substantial projects – such as tree work and
weeding, it is necessary to build up the reserves before the project can be undertaken. It is also the
case that weather conditions impact on the ability to carry out work, both in terms of access to the
land and the availability of suitable seed (with reference to the hay sowing project). The reserves are
reviewed by the Committee at Year End.
The large reserves are the result of prudent budgeting which means there is sufficient resource for
long term projects or for covering shortfalls between the phasing out of the Basic Payment Scheme
and the introduction of ELMS, rather than it resulting in a jump in precept request from the
Committee.
G) Sewage Storm Overflows
How do storm overflows into the Severn and the Avon affect the Ham? Should the Committee be
asking Severn Trent for details of how they plan to reduce the use of storm overflows as a matter of
priority?
The Committee is naturally concerned about storm overflows into the Severn and Avon and is
watching the outcome of the Government’s recent report as to the proposed actions.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/storm-overflows-evidence-project
https://deframedia.blog.gov.uk/2021/10/25/defra-response-to-environment-bill-storm-overflowsamendment-coverage/
H) Tewkesbury Nature Reserve
What proposals are there for working with Tewkesbury Nature Reserve? Tewkesbury Nature
Reserve is generally more accessible for people to walk than is the case with the Severn Ham. due to
the measures to protect the SSSI status of the Ham. Are there any proposals, now or in the future, to
restrict access to the Nature Reserve in order to gain ELMS funding?
The Council is talking with the Nature Reserve about mutual projects that we may work on together.
The Council is not able to comment on whether access will be restricted to the Nature Reserve as it
is not the owner of this land.
The meeting closed at 10.36am.
Next meetings: 24th February & 12th May 2022.
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Signature of Chairman upon approval of the minutes …………..……………………….. 24th February 2022

Severn Trent Water Restoration Briefing to Severn Ham Committee
February 2022
Introduction
The main engineering works which involve installing the new pipeline was finished in October
2021 and is now live. The working area was demobilised and the haul road was wrapped for
the winter to prevent flooding washing away any stone as agreed for the flooding action plan.
The contractors Geda will be returning to site in spring 2022 to remove the haul road when
ground conditions and weather will be more favourable towards achieving a high standard of
reinstatement.
Winter 2021-22
The site has been fully demobilised, leaving the haulage road in place, including the removal
of all Heras panels and all machinery. The 3-strand barbed wire fence has remained in place
around the working area and appears to be in good order.
The geotextile (terram) layer has been extended either side of the road by approximately
4metres. During normal conditions, this is folded at either side of the road. As planned in the
event of a flood, this has been pulled across the surface of the haul road, creating an overlap
in the centre which is weighed down by 21ft (28kg) scaffold poles and tied to the geotextile.
This has been designed to be above the minimum standard to withhold a prolonged flood,
although at the time of writing there has been no significant flood events.
The condition of the wrapped-up haul road will be monitored by GEDA every time the site
flooding subsides, and at intervals no longer than a month in-between.
The bunded topsoil which has been stored adjacent to the haulage road has gaps every 5m
to allow flood water to pass through and has been left in place over the winter flooding months.
The oat crop that has been planted on the reinstated ground has grown well and is providing
cover for the winter months, with signs of natural regeneration between the planted rows.
Proposed reinstatement plan – spring 2022
Geda plan to return to site in early 2022. The exact date will be weather dependant, but ideally
from late March 2022, although this is dependent on ground conditions. The haul road would
then be removed, starting from the south of the Ham, moving north. A smaller compound area
will be required in the Borough Mills site, and discussions are underway with the managing
agents to arrange this.
Severn Trent is in talks with the Environment Agency to take a joined-up approach with
regards to reinstatement and spreading green hay, and we understand that Ben Perry is also
going to be carrying out reinstatement work for the EA.
The topsoil bunds will be levelled and worked into a seedbed as the removal proceeds. This
will allow natural regeneration and a green hay donor crop to be spread in July. The above
will need to be carried out in conjunction with bird dissuasion measures and weed control.
Birds will need to be deterred from nesting in the working area around the bunds to prevent
this causing a delay to reinstating this ground. The main method to be used, based upon the
previous experience on this site, will involve a closely supervised dog being walked along the

working corridor. The dog handler will have a good command of the dog to prevent indirect
impacts upon birds nesting outside the working corridor. The working corridor will be walked
at a steady pace in both directions, a minimum of three times a day. The length walked will
decease as the haul road is removed and the land levelled and cultivated to allow for natural
regeneration.
Weed control along the 75% width of working area already reinstated and planted with oats
will also be necessary in addition to weed control along the more recently reinstated haul road
area. Several methods may be relied on but cutting with a tractor mounted topper is likely to
be the most preferable option as this will help to achieve a low sward length, meaning the
whole area would be less attractive to ground nesting birds. Topping will also enable noxious
weeds to be controlled before they go to seed. Selective herbicide use with a knapsack
sprayer may also be necessary.
Once the haul road is removed and the topsoil bunds are levelled, it is proposed that the
barbed wire is removed from the posts surrounding the working area. However, the fence
posts will remain in place until the hay has been cut and removed from the wider Severn Ham,
which occurs on 1st and 10th July subject to the weather. The posts will be left in place to
deter and mark the recently reinstated ground to prevent damage from heavily laden bale
trailers. The posts can then be removed once the hay has been hauled away.
Archaeological Findings
Nick Daffern, who is an archaeologist at Dalcour Maclaren is going to be collecting the finds
shortly and is happy to deliver these to the museum.
Future reinstatement & other matters
It is recognised that a conversation needs to be had regarding future reinstatement of the
working area, and that timings of future green hay applications will need to be discussed in
the future. This is to ensure diversity as the timing of the application is a snapshot of the seed
at that moment in time.
STW is happy to discuss some reinstatement works outside of the immediate working area
that relate to historic STW works/repairs on the Ham, but this will need to be discussed and
agreed soon.
Karen Colebourn is now appointed and involved with the Strategic Vision document.
An update needs to be issued to the public regarding the success of the works so far and what
they can expect to see over the coming year. It would be good to work with the TTC/SHC
again on this.

Avon Severn Eel Pass Project: Reasoned Statement – Environment Agency

1. Purpose/Introduction
The Environment Agency (EA) are planning to undertake the construction of a new eel pass on the western bank of
the River Avon adjacent to the Abbey Mill sluice in Tewkesbury. Abbey Mill is on the Avon’s eastern bank opposite
the location of the proposed eel pass. The works are required to meet our legal obligation under 12(b) of The Eels
(England and Wales) Regulations 2009. These regulations gave the EA new powers to protect the critically
endangered eels and, in particular, to assist their migration past barriers such as weirs and sluices.

We are improving eel passage from the River Severn into the Avon catchment via its two confluences; at the Mill
Avon (via Abbey Mill sluice) and at the Avon at Stanchard Pit weir (these works were completed in October 2021).
This will facilitate safer migration and essential access in and out of both river systems, enabling eels to complete
their fascinating life cycles.
Through these works we are mitigating against man-made pressures on eel and offering a real chance to prevent
their further decline and accelerate their recovery. The Environment Agency’s overall aim is to see eel fulfilling its
role in the aquatic ecosystem, whilst also providing social and economic benefits from recreational and commercial
fishing at sustainable levels. We are aiming to achieve escapement of silver eel to a minimum of 40% of their historic
levels.
This work also supports the 2015 Severn River Basin Management Plan’s aim (Water Framework Directive) for water
bodies to achieve good ecological status or potential by 2027 and will contribute to improving the status of eel as a
designated feature of the Severn Estuary SAC/Ramsar/SSSI.
Work was originally scheduled to take place from mid-July 2021 onwards however it has been necessary to delay
starting on site until March 2022.

2. Reasons for delay
The construction work was delayed from starting in July 2021. The primary reasons for the delay were:
•

The original programmed start date was after the grass cut on the Severn Ham in mid-July. Delays in
agreeing the Common Land Consent (with the Planning Inspectorate) and the assent for working in the SSSI
(with Natural England) unfortunately then delayed any potential start on site to October 2021.

•

Design updates to bring them into line with the latest eel pass and Health & Safety guidance has meant
agreeing a Flood Risk Activity Permit (FRAP) then delayed any start on site to December 2021.

•

A delayed start date of December 2021 would have seen the project extend into the Severn Ham’s bird
breeding season and all necessary additional bird disturbance measures, including an amendment to the
assent.

•

The Severn Ham is prone to flooding at all times of year however the flood risk is higher over winter,
particularly from mid-November to mid-February. Attempting to work through this period could see the
project physically delayed from starting until March. Therefore, the full project team believe it’s better to
plan for the later date when better weather conditions are expected for the construction programme.

Due to the delay in being able to start on site and the increased risk of winter flooding on the Severn Ham, it has
been necessary to push the start of construction of Abbey Mill eel Pass to March 2022. This is to reduce the impacts
on the Ham and the potential for floods to interrupt the construction programme.
Delaying entry onto the Ham to mid-July 2022 in line with the original reasoning of the programme, in other words
after the hay cut and the curlew breeding season concludes, was considered in detail. However, an earlier start date
of the 7th March 2022 is the only way of ensuring that the construction works would be finished in time to optimise
the essential success of the grassland restoration. This is now scheduled to be undertaken in late summer 2022.

3. New Plan – Methodology
Pre-works bird dissuasion and monitoring techniques have been in place from the 14th February 2022 and are being
undertaken by the same environmental consultant (Penny Andersen Associates) as Severn Trent Water.
The construction work would begin on the 7th March 2022 and last approximately 15 weeks (see Appendix 1 for
current programme). Reinstatement of the disturbed grassland (underneath the temporary “trackmat” access road)
to species floodplain meadow will be undertaken by the 30th of September 2022. However, full restoration will
require regular monitoring and some aftercare. This will primarily be green hay strewing and placement for up to 5
years with monitoring of the reinstatement happening quarterly over the same time period.
•
Starting the site establishment on the 7th March 2022 will allow the trackmat system to be installed before
the end of the March and facilitate the excavation of the land next to the sluice gate for the eel pass in early April.
•
Completing the concreting works during the expected better weather and higher temperatures of April/May
is more efficient and less likely to lead to weather related delays.
•
Connection works and in-channel construction during June and July is the optimal time to be doing these
elements of the work for health & safety reasons as the weather, water levels and flow conditions are more
favourable. It is also better environmentally as the eel migration period is over, with the upstream migration of glass
eels reaching a peak in April but, in some exceptional years, continuing until June.
•
The programmed end date of construction in July 2022 will be more suitable for the proposed reinstatement
activities, allowing time for brush harvesting of seed, field operations and seed germination. Subject to assessing and
confirming the condition of the grass after construction works have been completed, this is likely to require the
creation of a seed bed through power harrowing, rolling, the broadcasting of seed from Coombe Hill Meadow and
further rolling (the exact reinstatement requirements will be confirmed once fully known later this year).

4. Environment Agency proposal for reinstatement to date
Year 0







The Severn Ham Reinstatement Management Plan will be developed in discussion with all key parties and
tabled for discussion at the next Severn Ham Committee meeting in May 2022. As it cannot be fully
determined until the condition of the ground below the trackmats has been assessed following construction
completion, it will contain options for agreement post assessment on items such as compaction, vegetation
condition, etc.
The EA’s appointed Contractor, Jacksons, will do the necessary groundwork required to resolve any
compaction issues discovered under the trackmat access road and small compound area next to the sluice.
Tewkesbury Town Council’s (TTC) preferred Contractor, Mr. Perry, is to be procured via Jacksons or the EA
(TBC) to carry out the agreed field operations. As stated above the options will need confirmation during
spring 2022, but they will be revisited and agreed once the construction works have been completed.
Brush harvesting of donor site, including seed cleaning and storage.

Years 1 - 5




Quarterly EA monitoring of reinstated grassland area via EA framework consultants/contractors. We will
work in agreement with TTC representatives to determine the condition of reinstatement to direct areas
requiring green hay harvesting.
Mr. Perry to be procured to carry out any field operations as/when required, including grass cuts each year.

5. Natural England Assent
The assent granted by Natural England for construction work on the Severn Ham SSSI under section 28H of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, which covered the period 21st October 2021 to 30th September 2022, has been
amended and approved by NE (0102221332CA) to cover the period 7th March 2022 to 21st October 2022.
Proposals to avoid and mitigate possible adverse consequences of working through the spring and early summer are
detailed in the revised assent and included:
•
Pre-works bird dissuasion and monitoring would be in place from 14th February 2022 and will be undertaken
by the same environmental consultant for both operators.
•
Impacts on the site and its features through increased public disturbance of less utilised areas of the Ham
and the proliferation of alternative pedestrian desire lines will be discouraged with site signage. The need to
stick to existing public footpaths and temporary tracks parallel to fencing around the works area will be
explained. The implications of freely roaming across the Ham will be highlighted specifically with regard to:
o
the lowland meadow
o
the specific notified flora (notably the above), and
o
ground nesting birds, in particular, Curlew.
Concurrent working with STW means that there is the likelihood for both projects to have been completed before
the end of the summer. This is preferable to all the stakeholders as it would mean a 6-month reduction in overall
programme between the essential STW and EA works.

6. Items for discussion and/or agreement
a. Construction programme recommencement on the 7th March 2022 for reasons stated above.
b. Site signage requirements associated to specific flora and fauna considerations at the start of the
construction phase and throughout (if applicable).
c. Minor ground preparation locations and requirements to ensure trackmat access road is suitable for
use and minimises compaction potential.
d. Development of Severn Ham Reinstatement Management Plan for discussion at next Severn Ham
Committee meeting in May 2022.
e. Potential local EA support with World Curlew Day on the 21st April 2022.
f. Potential visit for interested parties to view recently constructed Stanchard Pit eel pass once on site.

Appendix 1: Jacksons Construction Programme Summary
Proposed dates for Jacksons to carry out construction activities on behalf of the Environment Agency

08/03/21 - 18/03/22
09/03/22 - 22/03/22
23/03/22 - 29/03/22
23/03/22 - 30/03/22

Site Establishment/Enabling Works
Access, site accommodation, welfare, etc. within Borough Flour Mills
Lay Track Mat or similar (600M approx. length)
Install Site fencing (Post and 3 wire)
Construct crane pad

23/03/22 - 29/06/22

Construction
Excavate & construct offline concrete channel, cut through existing wall

17/06/22 - 21/06/22
22/06/22 - 24/06/22
27/06/22 - 28/06/22
29/06/22 - 30/06/22
01/07/22 - 06/07/22
07/07/22 - 07/07/22

Connection Works
Fix back weighted or supported scaffold to wall face
Upstream Limpet dam in place and dewatered
Core through existing wall for upstream inlet and
Cut through existing wall for opening with wire saw
Form and cast wall opening
Install stop logs and remove limpet dam

17/06/22 - 24/06/22

Inclined Eel Pass
Fix bottom support, lift and install eel pass sections, install rip rap using divers and long
reach excavator

24/06/22 - 30/06/22

Fittings for Concrete Section of Eel Pass
Fix Eel tiles, internal Fittings, GRP covers and MH access covers

18/07/22 - 21/07/22
20/07/22 - 22/07/22
22/07/22 - 25/07/22
26/07/22 - 01/08/22
26/07/22 - 08/08/22
08/08/22 - 21/08/22
21/08/22 - 21/08/23

Reinstatement
Remove crane pad
Reinstate footpath
Place protection blocks 8No at rear of pass 900mm long
Remove offices and compound and reinstate
Remove access track
Reinstatement of impacted grassland
12-month monitoring period with Jacksons

Appendix 2: Design Visualisations for Abbey Mill Eel Pass

Appendix 3: Photos of GRP Flooring and Stanchard Pit Eel Ramp Installation

Nafford Weir Bypass Channel Fish Pass

Nafford Weir Fish Pass – GRP Flooring System

Marston on Dove Bypass Channel Fish Pass

Stanchard Pit Weir Eel Ramp Installation

DRAFT Schedule of works to prepare and re-instate areas of Severn Ham SSSI as a result of EA activties at Abbey Mill in
the following order:(based on Natural England Technical Advice Notes - and advice from Emorsgate seeds and other practitioners)
Questions that will inform the degree of interventions/cultivations
• severity of soil compaction.
• Will there be a need/is it desirable to control pernicious weeds present in the sward prior to ground preparation such as broad-leaved dock Rumex obtusifolius and
curled dock Rumex crispus, creeping thistle Cirsium spear thistle Cirsium vulgare, (eg application of herbicide by spot treatment or weed wiping to avoid damaging
non target species.
• Whether its desirable/acceptable to suppress/kill species that are characteristic of the habitat, but tend to be very invasive such as yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus, white
clover Trifolium repens and creeping buttercup Ranunculus repens not to mention grasses associated with agricultural improvement such as perennial ryegrass and
timothy which were all present under the track and which we don’t really want to form a major part of the reinstated sward.

Reseed where existing sward damaged or dead or soil structure degraded - under access track and temporary working area
OBJECTIVES
Establishment - year 1 (2022)

TYPICAL ACTIVITIES

Cultivate
Disc (twice, in cross directions) or equivalent
break up soil and remediate any compaction
Prepare a suitable seed bed
Create a fine, firm and level seedbed
avoiding looseness at depth
To ensure early establishment, reduce
winter kill and favour seeds that require
vernalisation
Firm in seed
to ensure good seed to soil contact

Power harrow
Roll
Broadcast seed on soil surface (in late summer/
early Autumn August/September) onto bare
ground

NOTES
depth and type of cultivation requried subject
to compaction tests

Recommended seed rates normally in the range
of 15-20 kg/ha

Roll

Aftercare - year 1 (2023)

Control pernicous perennial weeds

Mechanical sward disturbance during
Regular cutting and/or grazing as required. Short establishment may release nitrogen from the soil
and stimulate herbage growth which should be
period of intensive grazing, or cutting in spring
controlled. It may also stimulate the weed seed
with significant cuttings removed.
bank.
Only if neccesary
early spot treatment with herbicide

Sward enhancement: diversify and increase
success by oversowing

Apply supplementary green hay collected from
species rich local donor sites

Firm in seed - to ensure good seed tosoil contact
Create gaps in the sward and trample in the
seed, which helps the introduced species to
spread.
Aftercare - year 2 (2024)
Prevent wildlflower seedlings being shaded out
by competative grasses and control annual
weeds
Control pernicous perennial weeds

light rolling or trampling with livestock (preferably
If necessary
cattle)

Suppress weeds promote grass growth and
prevent seedlings of sown species being
overshaded/out competed

Maintain or reduce fertility and suppress more
competative species - asist seed shedding
Sward enhancement: diversifying reasonable
quality grassland by oversowing
create gaps in the sward and trample in the
seed, which helps the introduced species to
spread.
Firm in seed - to ensure good seed tosoil contact
Aftercare - year 3 - 5
Control pernicous perennial weeds

Collect and transport within seven hours maximum
(to be done by STW - committed for 2023)

controlled grazing ideally with a mixture of sheep
If necessary
and cattle
Short period of intensive grazing, or cutting in
spring

If necessary

Early spot treatment with herbicide

Only if neccesary

Standard Ham hay cut - typically after mid July

liaison with TTC and STW

Apply supplementary green hay collected from
species rich local donor sites

If necessary

aftermath grazing ideally with a mixture of sheep
and cattle

If necessary

light rolling or trampling with
livestock (preferably cattle)

If necessary

early spot treatment with herbicide

Only if neccesary

Maintain or reduce fertility and suppress more
competative species - asist seed shedding

Standard Ham hay cut - typically after mid July

liaison with TTC and STW

Create gaps in the sward to allow seeds to
germinate and establish

eg power harrow/set of discs/spring tyne and/or
livestock (‘hoof and tooth’ method)

Up to 50% bare ground. Frequent gaps of at least
10cm in diameter depending on success criteria
and density of sward

Maintain or reduce fertility and suppress more
competative species - asist seed shedding

Standard Ham hay cut - typically after mid July

liaison with TTC and STW

Sward enhancement: diversifying reasonable
quality grassland by oversowing

Apply supplementary green hay collected from
species rich local donor sites

If necessary

and encourage growth of sown species -

Mythe Nature Reserve
In 1984, the Mythe Nature Reserve was sold to the Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (GWT) for £1.
The reason for the sale was the cost of the replacement fence at the time, which was estimated at
£3000. GWT has continued to actively manage the site but has recently decided to sell some of its
smaller, unconnected sites. GWT has offered the Reserve back to the Council at the cost of £1.

An initial visit was made to the site with Caroline Corsie (who is the conservation advisor for the
Severn Ham) to ascertain the size of the liability that the Council would be taking on, should it be
returned to Council ownership.
The site is linear in nature and consists of a short length of disused railway track, formerly part of the
Tewkesbury to Malvern line, situated on the north side of the Mythe railway tunnel and running
along the western slope of the Mythe Tute. The reserve covers 2.8ha and is bordered on the
western side by old osier beds and a steep embankment on the eastern boundary. Conversations
indicate that there is no responsibility for the maintenance of fences. The top fence is livestock
proof and maintained by the farmer, the lower fence is being allowed to deteriorate as it serves no
purpose and the posts remain to indicate the boundary.
GWT has provided the latest management plan for the site and has advised that it is currently part of
the Coombe Hill Higher Level Stewardship Agreement and it may be possible to incorporate it into
the Severn Ham Higher Level Stewardship. The site is too small to apply for an agri-scheme on its
own.
The site could be a useful addition to any future ELMS application for the Severn Ham as it could
potentially form part of a nature recovery network along the edge of the Severn.
The key management tasks will be to maintain access to the reserve, ensuring that the permissive
pathway is kept clear of bramble and scrub. The key features of interest include the locally
important greater dodder, wild liquorice and narrow everlasting pea and a wide variety of bird,

spider and butterfly species. It is unusual to have so many different varieties of habitat in such a
small area.
A follow up meeting was held with GWT to better understand the tasks required on the site.
There is tree work required on the site, particularly regarding ash dieback close to the entrance and
far end of the site. The trees at the lower end of the site overhang a neighbouring farm building and
this would require action in the near future. It is noted that since the visit some of this work has
been undertaken.
There is also tree removal required in the central area, to open up the grassland restoration areas.
Once the immediate ash dieback issues have been dealt with (which GWT have already started), the
remaining tree work could be undertaken over a number of years.
There will be annual maintenance work required (the site would quite quickly deteriorate if not
maintained), in terms of clearing the path, cutting and clearing the grassland areas, cutting back
small tree suckers, as well as the tree work (current estimate for all works - 12 days a year). It is
suggested that a volunteer group be formed to assist with this and the caretaking team at the Town
Council are trained to do the brush cutting and similar work involving machinery. This way the
expertise is kept in house. Permission for parking during volunteer sessions would need to be
sought from the Garden Centre (and has been granted in the past to GWT). External contractors
would be required for the major tree works. Severn Trent have also expressed an interest to GWT
to get involved with the project.
GWT want to work with the Town Council to ensure the future of the nature reserve, they are happy
to offer their expertise during a transition period.
In short:
Advantages:

Keep the nature reserve open and accessible for the people of Tewkesbury
Would naturally fit with the Severn Ham (combine HLS, combined volunteer team)
The site does not require grazing, so management is more straightforward
Likely to strengthen ELMS application (in due course)
Opportunity to continue to improve the habitat
Opportunity to work with partners (GWT, Severn Trent, other local land managers –
re: reed beds and adjoining land)
TTC has skills within the caretaking team that could be used on the site

Risks:

Costs – tree works, equipment purchase
Will require officer time to oversee
Annual safety check of site by suitably qualified arboriculturist
Forming and managing a volunteer team – for monitoring and ground works
Future repairs to bench and steps

Finances – there is money in the Severn Ham earmarked reserves which has not been used for a
number of years. For example, £3000 from earmarked reserves was due to be spent on the removal
of the tree near the weir, but Severn Trent have offered to pay for this as part of their improvement
of the site. This money could therefore be used to support tree works (or other works) on the
Mythe without impacting the budget. The HLS from the Mythe is likely to be around £500 per
annum. Potentially there are other grants that may be accessed to support the site.
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Detailed Income & Expenditure by Budget Heading 14/02/2022

Month No: 10

Cost Centre Report

Actual Last
Year

Actual Year
To Date

Current
Annual Bud

Variance
Committed
Annual Total Expenditure

Funds
Available

Transfer
to/from EMR

500 Severn Ham
1620 Hay Auction
1630 Basic Payment Scheme
1640 Wayleaves

2,158

5,206

190

(5,016)

14,874

14,150

13,000

(1,150)

384

377

390

13

1700 Fishing Rights

1,500

1,500

1,500

0

1710 HLS Payment

22,066

22,066

22,248

183

40,981

43,299

37,328

(5,971)

139

67

1,500

1,433

Severn Ham :- Income
4450 Maintenance
4550 Water

0
1,433

461

80

255

175

175

4850 Commoners Grazing Compensation

3,683

600

4,500

3,900

3,900

4855 Hay Sowing Project

1,325

3,600

5,000

1,400

1,400

4860 Volunteers (Rec & Prom)

0

0

2,000

2,000

2,000

4865 Auction Fees

0

500

468

(32)

(32)

4870 Weeding

0

0

2,500

2,500

2,500

4875 Tree Conservation

0

3,200

3,000

(200)

(200)

4880 Ancillary Management

0

0

4,000

4,000

4,000

4885 Nesting Project

0

62

2,000

1,938

1,938

4890 Carver Knowles

400

0

2,341

2,341

2,341

4895 Cross Compliance Consultant

440

440

520

80

80

4900 Conservation Advisor

5,000

3,750

5,462

1,712

1,712

4905 Footpath Repairs

0

0

3,000

3,000

3,000

4910 Reinstatement Expenditure

0

350

0

(350)

520

(870)

11,448

12,649

36,546

23,897

520

23,377

29,534

30,651

782

(29,869)

plus Transfer from EMR

(7,675)

0

Movement to/(from) Gen Reserve

21,859

30,651

Grand Totals:- Income

40,981

43,299

37,328

(5,971)

Expenditure

11,448

12,649

36,546

23,897

520

23,377

Net Income over Expenditure

29,534

30,651

782

(29,869)

plus Transfer from EMR

(7,675)

0

Movement to/(from) Gen Reserve

21,859

30,651

Severn Ham :- Indirect Expenditure
Net Income over Expenditure
6000

0
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Earmarked Reserves

Account

Opening Balance

Net Transfers

Closing Balance

320 EMR B&M Museum Maintenance

11,240.00

-11,240.00

0.00

321 EMR B&M Town Hall Gardens
322 EMR B&M Moorings Prior's Court

250.00
19,894.23

323 (Not In Use)

250.00
19,894.23

0.00

0.00

324 EMR E&A Noticeboards
325 EMR E&A Playground Projects

1,447.00
7,110.00

-640.00

1,447.00
6,470.00

326 EMR E&A Youth

6,615.00

-2,510.00

4,105.00

327 EMR Fin Asset Management Proj
328 EMR B&M War Memorial *

3,821.00
5,557.73

329 EMR SH Severn Ham
330 EMR E&A CCTV

6,140.00
3,074.00

-3,074.00

6,140.00
0.00

331 EMR E&A Tree Maintenance
332 EMR E&A Street Furniture

5,150.00
4,029.00

-4,029.00

5,150.00
0.00

333 EMR E&A Toilet Block Project
334 EMR E&A Gloucester Road Maint.

6,394.00
0.00

335 EMR E&A Bus Shelters

2,000.00

2,000.00

336 EMR Fin Regalia
337 EMR Fin Website

0.00
2,160.00

0.00
2,160.00

338 EMR Fin Professional

3,821.00
5,557.73

-6,394.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

339 EMR Fin Legal
340 EMR Fin Elections

0.00
3,000.00

0.00
3,000.00

341 EMR Fin Tourism & Marketing

1,474.00

1,474.00

342 EMR Fin Newsletter
343 EMR SH Weeding

500.00
3,000.00

500.00
3,000.00

344 EMR SH Severn Ham Tree Maint
345 EMR SH Hay Sowing Project

8,000.00
8,675.00

8,000.00
8,675.00

346 EMR SH Carver Knowles
347 EMR Pla Comm. & Display

2,050.00
2,500.00

2,050.00
2,500.00

348 EMR Pla Outreach Sessions

342.00

342.00

4,263.00
20,000.00

4,263.00
20,000.00

351 EMR B&M Moorings St Mary's Rd

2,433.00

2,433.00

352 EMR Insurance
353 EMR Shop Windows Project

1,556.00
3,890.00

1,556.00
3,290.02

354 EMR TH Maintenance

5,831.00

5,831.00

355 EMR WH Projects
356 EMR WH Bar Equipment

10,515.00
1,619.00

10,515.00
1,619.00

357 EMR Museum Roof Project

18,750.00

-18,750.00

0.00

183,279.96

-47,236.98

136,042.98

349 EMR B&M Moorings Projects
350 EMR B&M Watson Hall Lease *

-599.98

